
challenging place: half moon

Identifying the researcher

The role of a practical researcher working alongside community organisations is a 
complex one. Mackey’s role as researcher is evidenced across this website yet it 
might be interesting to identify prosaically what that means. This list identifies her 
research activities including examples of where ‘evidence’ of these can be found on 
the website.

• Conceiving the research enquiry and research questions based on previous 
research; writer of the AHRC award proposal; principal investigator.
Evidenced on:

• About the Research page, specifically in ‘Further details on the overall 
research project’ and ‘Relationship between the two sets of research 
questions’

• Concepts of Place page through the links to the Nest article and 
Performing Place project on this page

• Creating, organising and running two x two-day research symposiums 
for the steering group, explaining the key research questions, introducing 
theories of place and its performance, identifying practices, facilitating others’ 
contributions and outlining how the project would work with suggested 
models of performance practices. With the group, expand from these 
performance practices, selecting the Half Moon research questions and 
producing post-symposium documentation.
Evidenced on:

• About the Research page through the pdf ‘Further details about the 
research methodology’ 

• Planning the Activities page, through the ‘April planning video’ 
and ‘extracts from April 2012’ intensive

• Concepts of Place page in the video clip, ‘July planning – discussion of 
place’, in the Nest article and performing place work

• Planning the overall trajectory of the Half Moon project with the artist 
facilitators.
Evidenced on:

• Planning the Activities page, in the ‘extracts from April planning’ pdf 
and ‘April planning’ video clip

• Working with the facilitators in planning the sessions, making key 
suggestions to retain a thrust towards the research (e.g. setting up the filming 
at some of the participants’ homes as Mackey wished to move the work 
outside the theatre enviroment).
Evidenced on/in:

• Planning the Activities page in audio clips of Skype conversations with 
Velada-Billson, specifically Planning 5 and 6

• Half Term Filming video clip
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• Attending all sessions and entering into the moment to nuance and shift 
directions before, during or after the sessions, using the opportunity to keep 
the work close to the research enquiry.
Evidenced on:

• Planning the Activities page, in the ‘Discussion within and after 
sessions’ video clip, as well as in the skype conversations with 
Velada-Billson, specifically ‘Planning 5’ and ‘Planning 6’

• Holding a weekly reflection and planning meeting with the lead facilitator over 
skype. Engaging in ongoing e-mail conversations between sessions.
Evidenced on:

• Planning the Activities page through the audio clips of skype 
conversations between Velada-Billson and Mackey

• Bringing a small research team in to support the research enquiry within the 
sessions: Anna Bosworth on media and digital technologies; Jo Yeoman on 
general support and documentation; Jo Scott as Research Assistant and 
documentation.
Evidenced on/in:

• Planning the Activities page in the Planning 4 audio clip 
• Filming of sessions (Jo Yeoman)
• The Lost Boy film and About the Research page in the edited video 

of ‘Place’ performance (Anna Bosworth)
• Use of digital technology in sessions (Anna Bosworth)
• Facebook responses to everyday place and Facebook responses to 

fearful place (Facebook page set up by Anna Bosworth)
• Video and audio clips throughout the site (edited by Jo Scott)

• Organising all the documentation, undertaking some of the documentation 
and ‘catching’ moments for others to film (e.g. the response from the 
youngsters to the cornflake trail). 
Evidenced in:

• Cornflakes video clip 
• The Uncomfortable Choir video clip (filmed by Mackey)

• With Jo Scott, agreeing questions for interviews and questionnaires and 
interviewing.
Evidenced on/in:

• Concepts of Place page in the ‘Audience response to place’ audio clip 
• Inconclusions page in ‘Audience Responses’ pdf 
• Participants’ Response to Fearful Place activities 
• Participants’ Response to Everyday Place activities
• Inconclusions page in ‘Artists’ perspectives on fearful and everyday 

places’ pdf and ‘Planning the Activities’ video clip 
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• Writing papers on the project, sometimes including the other two PaR 
projects
Evidenced through: 

• http://www.cssd.ac.uk/research/funded-research-projects/challenging-
concepts-liquid-place/outputs

• Leading the advisory group meetings, taking advantage of suggested input 
from that group.

• With Jo Scott, planning the website and writing all the material (with Jo Scott 
undertaking all the digital editing and Shaun Canon creating the website).

• Evidenced in the site as a whole, particularly its design and navigation, 
as well as the selection and ordering of edited video and audio clips 
and pdf documents

• Locating the ‘meat’ of the research from the process, evidence and 
outcomes, as well as articulating this within the writing on the site and in pdf 
documents

• Evidenced throughout the site, and particularly in the findings on the 
Everyday Place and Fearful Place pages and in Inconclusions

• Selection of evidence to support this articulation
• Evidenced throughout the site through the choice of video and audio 

material included, as well as its ordering to articulate the research 
enquiry

• The drawing of ‘inconclusions’ from the project, the research outcomes to 
date
Evidenced on: 

• Inconclusions page

• Offering appropriate practical activities which could be implemented with the 
group to serve the exploration of the research questions, drawing on previous 
experience of working in this area
Evidenced on/in: 

• Planning the Activities page in ‘Planning 5’ and ‘Planning 6’ audio clips 
• Object Perspective video clip

• At the beginning of the project, establishing specific conceptions of place, 
which would lead and inform the research undertaken
Evidenced on:

• Planning the Activities page in ‘April Planning’ video clip 
• Concepts of Place page in the ‘July planning’ video clip
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